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ve de vaca
The letter ve (v), also called uve, ve corta, ve small, ve chica and colloquially "ve de vaca", is the twenty-third letter of
the Spanish alphabet.  

vector
In biology, a vector also known as transmitting agent is an agent that can propapar a disease of an organism to another:
the mosqitos anofheles are vectors of 40 malaria; malaria 41.

vector
In biology, a vector, also known as the transmitting agent is an agent that can spread a disease of an organism to
another: anofheles mosquitoes are vectors of 40 malaria; malaria 41.

vedette
Vedette: French word which in Spanish translates " star ".A vedette is leading actress in a play, a soap opera, a
magazine or any other show or the star.

veedor
Supervisor: (and representative) 1 - person who examines carefully or control what other people do.   2. a person who is
responsible for inspecting, testing and audit everything what has to do with the works, troncal, investments and
expenses, especially in the public sector.

vehículo de tracción animal
It is a vehicle pulled or pulled by a domestic quadruped such as a horse, donkey, mare, mule or mule, even, these two-
or three-wheeled carts are sometimes pulled by oxen. 

vehículo pesado
It is a vehicle of a great weight and that it is capable of carrying heavy load. Among the vehicles heavy is found: the bus,
the truck, the tractor, the tractor-trailer, the train, etc.

veintena
A score is the meeting of 20 elements.

veinticuatro kilates
Maximum degree of purity of the gold.

veintiuno
Twenty-one (21) is the number that follows in order to twenty (20) and precedes twenty-two (22). 

veintiún mil
Twenty-one thousand (21,000), is the number following in its order to twenty thousand nine hundred and ninety-nine (20.
999 and preceding twenty-one thousand one (21. 001). 



veintiúnico
In the colloquial language in Colombia, the term ventiunico ( or ventiunica ) It refers to that condition due to lack of
money at the time, has a single object, item or element. For example: " This is the ventiunica shirt I have ".

vejamenes
Harassment: Harassment, humiliation, mistreatment.

veleño
Veleño, na: person born in the municipality of Vélez in the Department of Santander in Colombia. This town is well
known for being there which produces the delicious sandwich veleño, whose main ingredient is the guava.

velocista
A sprinter is an athlete who takes part in speed races.

velocímetro
An electronic device that indicates the speed of travel in a vehicle. 

velocípedo
Velocipede: ( s.m.  ) Vehicle with two or three wheels that was the origin of the bicycle.

velozmente
Quickly: Advisor. At full speed, into overdrive.

vendedora de minutos
A seller of minutes is an informal independent worker who, with several active cell lines, available in a corner or a local,
service calls to national landlines and cell phones and other countries.

vendedora de tinto
Red coffee sellers are some informal traders, Venezuelan nationality, who have come to some cities of Colombia,
burdened by the crisis that exists in that country, and who have found a way to day livelihood in the sale of this drink
River.

vendetta
Vendetta: ( 41 Italian vocals; Vengeance. Ancient custom corsa, consisting of revenge is one whole family of another,
some of whose members had hurt or killed a member of the first.

venerado
It is the participle of the verb to revere.

venezolanas
The Venezuelan are girls born in Venezuela, the South American country.

venezoliche



Venezoliche, was a word used by the singer Héctor Lavoe in two of their songs; used it as a synonym of Venezuelan: "
To the venezoliche...  " He said the popular salsa singer.

venir
Come.     ( v .   Tr.  )  .     Move a person, an animal or a vehicle from there to here, or to the place where the person
who speaks is. 

venta de minutos
The sale of minutes or sale of calls is an activity that has taken up boom in some countries, especially in South America.
People who engage in this activity are informal workers which are usually placed in corners and with several active lines
offer service calls to all destinations, i.e., to any mobile operator and national and international fixed phones.

ventana en informática
In computing, a window is a visual, normally rectangular area, is a basic element of the user interaction with the system,
which in turn allows to have several windows open, which you can minimize, move, hide, restore and close at will of the
user, using the computer mouse. The windows show and allow the input data and output of processes that are run
separately or simultaneously.

ventaquemada
Ventaquemada is the name of a municipality in Colombia, located in the department of Boyacá.  It has a population of
approximately 17 . 000 inhabitants.

ventaquemense
Ventaquemense is the gentilicio of people born in the municipality of Ventaquemada, in the department of Boyacá in
Colombia.

ventarrón
Gale.     ( masculine noun )    Wind that blows very strongly. 

ventiuno
1- Twenty-one ( 21 ) is the number that follows in its order to 20 and precedes 22.     2 - Number that results from adding
twenty and one ( 20 1 ) .

ventorrillo
Ventorrillo: m.  1 small neighborhood shop.  2 street stall. Synonym: Ventorro.

ventorro
Ventorro: m. 1 - small shop located in a popular neighborhood. 2 small street selling. Synonym: Ventorrillo.

ver el predicado
The person who asks, possibly want to know that it is preached. Definition: In one sentence, predicate is what is said of
the subject. Example: In the sentence, "Maria came late to work " "Maria " It is the subject, and " arrived late to work " It
is the predicate.



ver significado de colono
Settler, na: person who is part of a colony that has been established in a place to inhabit.

veracruzano
Veracruzano (na), is the name of people born in the city of Veracruz, in the State of the same name, in Mexico. 

verbenero
Verbenero : ( and verbenera ) 1- Person who is fond of verbenas .   2- From the verbena or related to this popular
festival.

verbigracia
For example: Expression of Latin origin which means " for example 34, " as such ".

verdad pelá
Is an expression slang that means: truth absolute, a truth evident.

verdidulce
verdidulce is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Bittersweet" being its meaning:<br>Applies to something that
is pleasant and unpleasant to the time.

verdidulce
verdidulce is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Bittersweet" being its meaning:<br>Sweet and sour: ( adj.  ) 
That has combination of sweet and sour flavors: "Some Chinese food dishes seasoned with sweet and sour sauces ".

verdurero
Vegetable : ( and vegetable ) Person who sells vegetables .

vergación
It is a word that expresses astonishment, surprise or anger; widely used in the State of Zulia in Venezuela.

vergación
It is a word that expresses astonishment, surprise or anger; widely used in the State of Zulia in Venezuela.

vergajo
Pizzle: ( adj. cal.  ) Muergano, scoundrel, jerk, evil, perverse, rogue.

vergogna
Vergogna .     ( pronounced vergoña ) .  It is an Italian word that in English translates: shame. 

verguero
Verguero: ( m.  ) It is a word used in the State of Zulia, in Venezuela, meaning: entanglement, confusion, pandemonium.



verguito
In the Zulia State, in Venezuela, they say "verguito" to any small object.  This diminutive word comes from the term
"shame", which is widely used in that country and denotes amazement, anger or surprise.

vero
Vero: 1 - short for Veronica, feminine proper name.   2. affectionate form of call or refer to Veronica.

verraco
Boar, ca: in Colombia, person intelligent, diligent and able to perform a task or work with commitment, dedication,
quickly and effectively.

verruga vulgar
Verruca Vulgaris: small benign tumor that leaves on the skin, also called viral wart, which eradicated through an
outpatient procedure of Cauterization done by a general practitioner or a specialist in dermatology.

verseador
Verseador: (and verseadora) person making verses.

very good
English expression that in Spanish of translated: very well, very good.

very nice
English expression which in Spanish translates: very nice.

very very
In the colloquial language, a very very ( also written veri veri or bery bery ) it is a fainting fit, yeyo.

vesga
Vesga, is a surname of Spanish origin.

vestidura larga
Tunic used by clerics as popes, archbishops, bishops, priests, etc.; especially that used to celebrate some religious
services.

vestier
Walk in closet: m. 1 - room or space for changing clothes. 2. in a warehouse or store clothing, room or space in which
customers are measured or tested the clothing.

via crucis
via crucis is incorrectly written and should be written as "via crucis ( accented )" being its meaning:<br>Latin expression
that is called the road designated with different stations crosses and altars, in memory of the steps that Jesús of
Nazareth gave way to Calvary.



vibromasajeador
In medicine, a vibromassager is an electrical device that is used in physiotherapy to, through massage, reduce or cure
the muscle tension that some people may suffer, especially in the neck and shoulders. 

vice-almirante
Vice-Admiral: Officer of the National Navy of Colombia that holds the rank immediately superior to that of rear admiral
and immediately inferior to that of admiral.

vice-rector
Vice-Rector: (and Vice-Rector) person who occupies the position immediately below the rector and replaces it at certain
times, for example, when you are on holiday.

viceprocurador
The Vice is immediately below the Attorney General official.

vicisitud
Vicissitude: f. adversity, calamity, setback and Afugia.

victoria principal
It is an actress born in Fukuoka Japan, but American parents.  He has participated in numerous films as lead actress.

victorinos
Victorine: m.   (Plural ) Members of the religious congregation founded in Paris in 1113 by Guillermo de Champeaux.

victrola
The person who asks, did you mean Victrola.  Victrola: Was a music machine ( when there are disks, called L. P.  ) that
it worked automatically by introducing coins inside. Synonym: slot. Today, these machines are known with the name of
Rockolas.

vida crediticia
Credit life, also called credit history is the record of a person, of all loans that has had in the banking sector and trade in
general.  When registering, it appears among other data, the behavior of payments that the client maintains or has
maintained with creditor institutions.  In Colombia, this information is managed by Fogafin, Covinoc, and Datacreto.

video íntimo
An intimate video is a video that shows the intimate parts of a person, especially called intimate video to that video
showing erotic scenes starring one or two people, and that may well correspond to sexual intercourse involving sexual
intercourse vaginal penetration, anal penetration, anilingus, cunnilingus, felony, etc.

video porno
A porn video is a video that contains sex scenes starring mainly an actress and a porn actor, and that can sometimes
involve a third or third protagonist.

video tape



It is a phrase which in Spanish translates: video tape.  With the evolution of technology, this expression has become
disused.

video-chat
Video chat or video chat: chat or conversation between two or more people over the Internet, in which in addition to
Exchange written messages, also can exchange messages oral and Visual, since they use microphones and video
cameras.

video-clip
A video clip is a short video that is usually used to accompany a note advertising on Internet, TV, etc.

videoaficionado
Videoaficionado (a): person who is fond of videos with a video camera or a cell phone, to then upload these videos to
social networking sites.

videocasete
A video cassette is a cassette the tape images and sound can be recorded. With the advent of the DVD, the cassette
came into disuse.

videochat
VideoChat: Talk or conversation over the Internet, between two or more persons, in which in addition to Exchange
written messages, the partners also can itercambiar oral and Visual messages, since they use microphones and video
cameras.

videoclip
A video clip or video clip, is a very short video, which does not exceed the thirty seconds of duration and which is usually
used to accompany a note advertising on internet, TV, etc.

videograbadora
A VCR, also called a VCR and videocassette, was a small electronic device capable of recording and playing back audio
and video.  It usually featured a videocassette drive. 

videojuego
A video game, also known as video game is an electronic game that can be displayed on the screen of a television, a
computer, a tablet or a Smartphone.

videollamada
The thanks is the new service offered by the company's cellular phone, which consists of the use of the channel
assigned to the voice, enabling it to transmit video simultaneously. To establish a thanks, mobile terminals ( 41
smartphones; they must have front cameras, both the sender as the recipient.

videotape
Videotape: ( pronounced videoteip ) A videotape, also called video-cinta, VCRs or video tape, is a device that records
video images accompanied by sound, on a magnetic tape.



videoteca
Video library: f. 1 - collection of videos recorded on tapes, DVDs, etc.  2 Cabinet or local where videos are saved.

videógrafo
Videographer (and videographer ) Person recording video images.

vidita
Vidita: Diminutive of life. This word is used in affectionate expressions as " mi vidita " " vidita mine " etc. In the song, "
The life is Chiquita " Lila Murillo says: " mi vidita if your know I love you and that I die for your love don't leave me by
myself so...  "

viejo sol
It is called "old Sun" to the old currency unit of Peru.   This coin was previously called "Sun".   The denomination "old
Sun" arises to differentiate it from the "New Sun" which is the current currency unit of that country.

viernes 13
Some superstitious people, Friday the 13th is a day of bad luck or bad luck as well as the 13 Tuesday. They consider,
even, that it could be a fateful day.

viernes trece
For some superstitious people, Friday thirteen is a day of bad luck or bad omen.  For some this myth has its origin in the
Catholic religion, since according to the popular belief Jesus was crucified on a Friday and according to the Bible there
were thirteen people at the last supper the night that preceded the day of that crucifixion.

vigorosidad
Vigor: (S.   F.  ) Quality of the vigorous person, who has strength and strength to carry out or resist difficult jobs.

vigorosidad
Vigor: (S.   F.  ) Quality of the vigorous person, who has strength and strength to carry out or resist difficult jobs.

vihuela
Vihuela: f. old instrument string. I had guitar-shaped, but its mechanism and its implementation were like the lute, whose
family actually belongs.

villanuevero
Villanuevero (a): 1 - name of persons born in the municipality of Villanueva, in the Department of La Guajira in
Colombia.   2. name of persons born in the municipality of Villanueva, in the Department of Santander in Colombia.

vilma palma
Vilma Palma e Vampiros is an Argentine group that mainly performed rock music and one that played another pop
ballad.  What most catches the attention of this grouping is the grammatical error in the name. 

vilma palma e vampiros
Vilma Palma e Vampiros is a group of rock argentino. What most draws the attention of this band is the grammatical



error in the name.

vinicultura
Viniculture: ( f.  ) Technique for the production of wines.

vinicultura
Viniculture: ( f.  ) Technique for the production of wines.

vinil
Vinyl is the material used to make the two small antennas carried by El Chapulín Colorado and located on the top of its
head.  These antennas emit characteristic vibrations and sounds that alert El Chapulín Colorado to risky situations that
could endanger his physical integrity, and even his life. 

vinícius júnior
Vinícius José Paixaõ de Oliveira Júnior, better known as Vinícius Jr.  , is a Brazilian footballer who plays as a striker.  He
is currently part of the payroll of the Real Madrid team of Spain.  He has recently been a victim of racism by some fans
of other teams in that country. 

vinola
The ron de vinola is an intoxicating drink of making homemade or handmade, which is produced from the fermentation
of pineapple juice.  This drink, with a flavor similar to the of the famous "guandolo" Santander, was produced mainly in
the Department of Magdalena, Colombia.

viña del mar
Viña del Mar: Chile city in the province of Valparaiso, well known for being the city where held annually the international
Song Festival, which bears his name.

violento
El Violento is the title of an album by the Colombian group Fruko y sus Tesos. 

violinista
Person who plays the violin. 

violoncelo
Cello: m.  Musical string instrument and bow, larger than the violon and identical forms.

violoncelo
Cello: m.  Musical string instrument and bow, larger than the violon and identical forms.

violonchelista
Musician who plays the cello.

violón



Violon: m.   (MUS ) Musical instrument string-bow, almost identical to the violin, but of much greater dimension and
lower range.

virada
Tack: Turn a boat to change direction: to see the Titanic iceberg tried a tack, but it was too late.

viralizar
Viralizar, is a neologism which refers to making viral on the Internet, specifically the fact spread quickly through
Facebook, YouTube, Twitter, etc.  , any content as an image, audio, video, text, ect.

virescencia
Virescence: f. (Bot.  ) Change of color of the flower, without modifying the floral parts.

virgo
Virgo: ( s.m.  ) Also known as virguito. Genital membrane that is intact in the virgins and breaks when they cease to be
so. The scientific name of virgo is: hymen.

virguito
Virguito, is the name that is also known the virgo, whose scientific name is: hymen.

virgulilla
Virgulilla (female noun) Stripe or stroke used in writing, such as cedilla, apostrophe, etc.

virilidad
Virility: f. quality of manly. A set of characteristics considered to be male.

virosis
Viral diseases: f. ( Med.  ) Generic name of diseases whose origin is attributed to pathogenic viruses.

virólogo
A virogolo (the ) is a doctor specializing in virologia.

virreinal
Colonial: ( adj.  ) Related to the historical period in which had been viceroys, during the Spanish colonies in America.

visegimal
visegimal is incorrectly written, and should be written as "vigesimal" being its meaning:<br>Vigesimal: adj. applied to the
system of counting twenty in twenty. Example: 20-40-60-80-100-120-140-160.

visegimal
visegimal is incorrectly written, and should be written as "vigesimal" being its meaning:<br>Vigesimal: adj. applied to the
system of counting twenty in twenty. Example: 20-40-60-80-100-120-140-160.



viserverso
viserverso is incorrectly written, and should be written as "vice versa" being its meaning:<br>Vice versa: ( Advisor.  )  1.
on the contrary, the other way around. 2 - reversing the order of the terms: bought a plane ticket to make a journey
Madrid-London and vice versa, i.e. Londres-Madrid.

visisitud
visisitud is incorrectly written, and should be written as "vicissitude" being its meaning:<br>Vicissitude: f. adversity,
calamity, setback and Afugia.

visita conyugal
The visit conjugal is a visit scheduled during which is you allows to an inmate or prison have relations sexual with the
visitor or the visitor, that not necessarily has that be your spouse, as if the reo not is married or has wedding or lover,
you is allowed hire to a working sexual for such effect. If is a prison, the visitor should be your husband, your companion
permanent, your boyfriend or your lover.

visitador médico
A medical visitor is a professional in charge of visiting the medical offices of all specialties to offer information about new
products or drugs that have recently been developed in the pharmaceutical industry. 

vistazo
A look is a look or quick peek given to someone or something.

vitamina c
Vitamin C is a water-soluble vitamin necessary for the health of the connective tissue of the body and cell membranes. It
participates in the metabolism of fats and the production of hormones, among other biological processes.

vitaminarse
Vitamins.     ( v .   Pron.  ) Take vitamins a person. 

vitelina
SAC: f. 1 Phosphoprotein of the egg yolk, whose prosthetic group is lecithin. 2. Globulin in certain legume and grain
seeds.

vitico
J: It is affectionate call or refer to Victor.

vitíligo
Vitiligo is a skin disease that is characterized by the onset in the first instance of a few white spots in some specific
areas, and which then invade the entire body, producing depigmentation in the affected areas.

vitíligo
Vitiligo is a skin disease that is characterized by the onset in the first instance of a few white spots in some specific
areas, and which then invade the entire body, producing depigmentation in the affected areas.



viuda de pescado
The widow of fish is a typical dish from Colombia. Preparation: It is to cook the fish with cassava, yams, plantain and
banana yellow; all of this coupled with other ingredients. In rural areas they have a big table or Inn, covered with banana
leaves and on these serve the fish with the other provisions.

vivaracho
Lively, cha: adj.  Clever. Enthusiast.

vive 100
Lives 100, is the name of an energy drink produced and packaged by the multinational Quala and distributed in several
countries.

viveza
Resiliency: (f.  ) Speed in the movements, actions and reactions.

vivi
Vivi: It is affectionate call or refer to Viviana.

vivito
Diminutive of live.

vivito y coleando
It is an expression which in the popular jargon means: safe.

vivoras
víboras is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Viper." being its meaning:<br>A Viper is a venomous snake with
a triangular head. Synonyms: Snake, snake. Plural: vipers.

vizconde
Viscount: m. below the count title of nobility.

vírgenes
Virgin: m. and f.  1 Who have not had sexual intercourse. 2 Jesus said be lands that have not been cultivated. 3 He said
are things that are preserved in their original state.

vladi
Vladi.    1- Shortening of the word Vladimir, which corresponds to a male proper name.        2- Loving way to call or refer
to Vladimir. 

vocalista
Vocalist: Person who sings in an orchestra or in a musical ensemble. 

vocerrón



Vocerron: ( m.  ) Strong and thick voice.

voladores
The fliers are made thunderers based on gunpowder, which when ignited fly out into space, exploding and rumbling. 
These elements are widely used at Christmas time, however the authorities try to ban their use because of the risk they
pose to the physical integrity of people and especially children.

volante de contención
In football, the wheel of containment is a player who occupies a position in the midfield of his team, and has the function
of defending when the opposing team is going to attack.

volante ofensivo
In football, offensive, also known as defender or midfielder, is the player who occupies a position in the midfield of his
team, and has the feature and function major going on the attack, dribble and score goals. The offensive wheel is
usually marked with the number 10.

volarse
Fly ( v .  Pron.  ) Escape, run away from a place, escape. 

volatilidad
Volatility : ( f .  ) 1- Volatile quality .   2- Instability or price variability in financial markets.

volá
Vola is incorrectly written, and should be written as "of flown" being its meaning:<br>Of flown: expression adverbial that
means: of prisa, quickly, to all hurry. This expression is used in Mexico.

volcarse
Overturn : ( v .   Pron.  ) Said of a vehicle, crash, turn several bell turns and stay with the wheels up.   2- Move a group
of people from one place to another en masse.

voleibolista
A person practicing volleyball.

volquetada
A volquetada is the load that can be carried in a dump truck. Examples: a volquetada of sand, a volquetada of debris,
etc.

volquetero
Volquetero: ( adj.  ) Owner of one or several dump trucks.

voltaje
Voltage.    ( masculine noun )   The number of volts acting on an appliance or electrical system. 



voltear la arepa
Change the features or conditions of a matter, so that this change conducive to something or someone.

voltearse
Flipping ( v .   pronominal.  ) 1- Turn someone around.    2- Overturn a vehicle.  3- Change someone of orientation,
either political orientation or sexual orientation. 

volteo
Tipping: m.  Vehicle type truck equipped with a chaza that can carry sand, gravel and other materials; It also has a
hydraulic jack which lifts the chaza to empty the contents of the latter together with an axis. Synonyms: dump truck,
tipper.

voltereta
Somersault: f. back giving a person on the ground, supporting the head and falling on his back.

voltiarepa
In the colloquial language, the term " voltiarepa " It is an adjective that applies in the field of politics to that person who
frequently changed party. In football and other sports, it is also applicable to the person that is now a fan of a team and
tomorrow may be another.

volumen
In the acoustic field, the term volume refers to the magnitude of an auditory sensation that mainly depends on the
breadth and strength of the sound wave and the power of the device emitting such wave.

volumetría
Volume: f. 1 part of geometry which deals with the determination of the volumes of the bodies. 2 (FIS )  Part of physics
that studies the methods to measure volumes. If the body is regular, the formula can be applied mathematics, if it is not
to go to devices such as the pycnometer, the volumenometro, etc.

voluntariado
Volunteering.     ( masculine noun ) 1- Set of volunteer soldiers .    2- Set of people who decide to provide a service or
perform a job of their own volition, without being obliged to do so. 

voluntarios
Volunteers are people who serve a community or environmental decision itself and free, without the intention of
receiving any compensation for it.

volvo
Volvo is a manufacturer of trucks, buses and cars, founded in 1927 in Gothenburg, Sweden.

vos
Vos: ( pron.  ) Formerly used as a pronoun of second person singular ( instead you ) or plural ( instead you ). This
archaic form of our language, however, is still widely used in countries such as Argentina.



vos sos boludo!
Slang widely used in Argentina, which means: you're an idiot!

votar el chupo
Throw away the kissing bug: in Colombia ( colloquial ). Get angry a person, usually before the jokes or chances of a
friend.

voucher
Voucher: English word which in Spanish translates: voucher, voucher or coupon. For example: the proof of a purchase
or an advance cash with credit card or proof that printed the ATM when you make a withdrawal card debit. These " 34
papers; you are given the name of " 34 voucher;

vox pópuli
Vox populi: Latin expression which means " voice of the 34 people. Used to express that one thing is known, known and
commented on by everyone, and therefore is given as true.

voyeur
Voyeur: 1 - French word meaning voyeur in Spanish. 2 person who gets excited sexually spying or looking at
encondidadas the erotic activities of others.

voyeurismo
Conduct that may be considered parafilica, characterized by the contemplation of nude people and genital organs, or
watching sexual acts of others, especially from a strategic secret position so that those who are observed do not know.
2. A psychosexual disorder in which a person gets excitement and sexual satisfaction watching other people engaging in
the sexual act.

vulvodinia
Vulvodynia: (s.  (f).  ) Chronic pain in the vulva.  It is a condition that affects some women and has no known cause or
origin.

vulvovaginitis
In medicine, specifically in Gynecology, known as vulvovaginitis ( or vulvo-vaginitis ) simultaneous inflammation of the
vulva and vagina.

vúlgaro
vulgaro is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Bulgarian" being its meaning:<br>Bulgarian and Bulgarian:
person born in Bulgaria.

walkie-talkie
A walkie-talkie (pronounced vuoki toki) is a portable radio frequency emitter and receiver device, which serves to
communicate with one person who is at close range.

wall street
It is the name of a street in New York, where stock values and many major banking institutions.



wanted
It is an English word that in Spanish translates : it is searched .

warapera
warapera is incorrectly written, and should be written as "guarapera" as meaning:<br>Guarapera: Woman who is
dedicated to prepare and sell guarapo, chicha and other refreshments.

warapera
warapera is incorrectly written, and should be written as "guarapera" as meaning:<br>Guarapera: Woman who is
dedicated to prepare and sell guarapo, chicha and other refreshments.

waterpolo
Water Polo is a water sport in which two teams play and which consists in introducing a ball into the opposing goal: to
play water polo must know how to swim well.

web
Web , is English word that in Spanish is translated : network , mesh .

web crawler
A web crawler, in Spanish web spider, spider web or web crawler is a computer program which is able to track, go and
inspect pages and websites in general, systematically and automatically. A kind is robot web, widely used today. Its
main use is in search engines, but this is not the only use at all. Web spiders can be used in a multitude of tasks, even
for illegal purposes, as when they are used with a malicious purpose, and in this case who uses them often used
technical malicious as the falsification of identity to achieve their goals.

web crawler
A web crawler, in Spanish web spider, spider web or web crawler is a computer program which is able to track, go and
inspect pages and websites in general, systematically and automatically. It is a kind of widely used web robot today. Its
main use is in search engines, but this is not the only use at all. Web spiders can be used in a multitude of tasks, even
for illegal purposes, as when they are used with a malicious purpose, and in this case who uses them often resort to
technical malicious as the fake or phishing to achieve their goals.

webcam
Webcam: In Spanish webcam or network camera. It is a small digital camera that connected to a computer can capture
video images and transmit them via the internet in real time.

week-end
WEEK-END: m.   ( 41 English voice;. In Spanish it means weekend.

welcome to the beach
English expression which in Spanish translates: Welcome to the beach.

well done!
English expression which in Spanish translates: well done!



wenceslao
Wenceslas II: (Wenceslas Square 2° ) King of Bohemia ( 1270 - 1305 ). In 1278 he was elected King of Hungary, and in
1300 King of Poland, by his marriage with the daughter of Przemys? II of Poland. He fought against the Pope Bonifacio
VIII and Emperor Alberto.

wenceslao
Wenceslas Square: Name own men of Central European origin. In some regions is given to Wenceslas square the
nickname of "Lao ".

wélter
Welterweight, also called middleweight is a boxing category that groups competitors whose weight cannot exceed 69
kilos. 

what do you mean?
Phrase that translates in Spanish: you mean?

what outspoken means
Do in Spanish: what open means?

what ssap
What ssap is incorrectly written, and should be written as "whatsapp" being its meaning:<br>Whatsapp: Program or
application of instant messaging for smartphones, which supports the sending and receiving of text, images, videos,
audios, etc.; and it will work connected to the Internet. Unlike SMS, sending a message through this program is
unlimited in terms of the number of characters to use.

whatsappear
Whatsappear or wasapear, is the action of chat and send messages, photos or videos via whatsapp.

whatsappear
Whatsappear or wasapear: is the action of chat and send messages, photos and videos via whatsapp.

whisky
Whisky: m.   ( English word ) Liquor obtained from the fermentation of cereals: Scotch whisky is considered the best in
the world.

whisquisito
Whisquisito: 1 - diminutive of whisky.    2. small drink of whiskey.

wichoo
Wichoo, or better Wicho.    1- It is the affectionate way of calling or referring to Wilfried.    2- (Chileanism) Cutre, dirt.

wifi
WIFI or WI-FI: acronym or abbreviation of wireless fidelity, which means wireless fidelity. It is a set of networks that does
not require wires and works based on certain rules and protocols previously established. Enabled with wi-fi, as electronic



devices: PC, a handheld computer, a smart phone, a video game console, a player of digital audio, etc., can connect to
the Internet through this network.

wifi zone
English expression which in Spanish translates: WiFi zone.

wilfridín
Wilfridin, was the nickname with which was known a child who imitated perfectly the song and the dance steps of
Wilfrido Vargas Orchestra in the early 1980s, so was called to be part of this group, and even performed the song "
Wilfridin congratulations to " that in his honour composed Wilfrido Vargas.

willi
Willi or Wili : 1- Willintong's apocope, male proper name.   2- Loving way to call or refer to Willintong . 

willi
Willi or Wili : 1- Willintong's apocope, male proper name.   2- Loving way to call or refer to Willintong . 

willie bobo
Willie Bobo was an American percussionist of Puerto Rican ancestors.  His first name was William Correa.  He was part
of the orchestras of Pérez Prado and Mongo Santamaría.  

willys
The Willys Jeep is a small off-road vehicle manufactured by the American automobile company Willys Overland Motors. 
There were two versions of this vehicle: the regular Willys and the extra-long Willys. 

willys
The Willys Jeep is a small off-road vehicle manufactured by the American automobile company Willys Overland Motors. 
There were two versions of this vehicle: the regular Willys and the extra-long Willys. 

willys
The Willys Jeep is a small off-road vehicle manufactured by the American automobile company Willys Overland Motors. 
There were two versions of this vehicle: the regular Willys and the extra-long Willys. 

window
Window: English word which means window in Spanish. -Windows: Name given to a series of operating systems
developed by the American company Microsoft since 1981.

windsor
Windsor: Dynastic name adopted by the British Royal family, in 1917, on the initiative of Jorge V. replaces German
designations of Wettin and Saxe-Coburg-Gotha Gobourg. Windsor dynasty derived from the German of Welf through
Hanover and Brunswick.

winny
Winny, is a brand of diapers, present in Colombia and other countries of the Americas.



wipes naturals
English expression which in Spanish translates: natural wipes. They are a type of natural wet wipes for grooming
children's arms.

wonder
Wonder: Word English that translated to the Spanish means: Marvel, Marvel is, admire it.

word finder
It is a phrase that translates in Spanish: Word Finder.

xerocopia
Xerocopy : ( f .  ) A copy obtained by a type of printing with which photocopies are made. 

xerografía
Xerography: f. (Techn.  )  Printing technique in dry on solid surfaces by electrostatic distribution of resin on a
photographic plate electrically charged powder.

xilantro
Xilantro or coriander: m. 40 aromatic, medicinal and edible grass; commonly used as a condiment ) small, dark green
blade.

xilena
xilena is incorrectly written, and should be written as "xylem" being its meaning:<br>It is known as xylem to the set of
woody vessels of plants through which runs the raw SAP.

xileno
Xylene: m.   (Quim.  )  Name the three dimetilbencenos, Ortho, meta, and for. They are liquid incororos, insoluble in
water and miscible in organic solvents. They are used as a solvent and in the manufacture of dyestuffs.

xiomi
Xiomi or Xiomy: is loving to call or refer to Xiomara.

xxxxx
In the transcription of a text, xxxx is used in replacement of a vulgar Word or heavy-gauge.

y olé!
Ole! u ole!  It is an interjection used in Spanish and Portuguese to animate and enliven someone.  It is usually
accompanied by applause.

y que es ñero
Nero (a): 1 - person improperly dressed, dirty, unsightly, generally an inhabitant of the street, addicted to hallucinogenic
drugs.   2. partner apheresis.



yambú
Referred to as " yambu " a style of Cuban dance of African origin.

yampier
Yampier, is the Castilian form of the male proper name of French origin Jean Pierre.

yanin
Please clarify if this is Yanin or Yanin ( with tilde ).

yariani
Yariani: Name own feminine that it could have derived from Yarina or Yariana. Its variant is Yarianis ( 41 s;.

yasira
Yasira or Yassira: female name of Arabic origin. This name could have given rise to Yadira, Yanira and Vanira also
female names.

yasmeli
Yasmeli, is a rare female name, is believed to be of Japanese origin. Is it could have derived from the feminine proper
name Yasmina.

yayo
1- Yayo, is the affectionate way of calling or referring to Eladio.   2- Yayo El Indio, is the nickname with which the singer
Gabriel Eladio Peguero Vega was known, who was part of La Sonora Matancera. 

yegüero
A yeguero donkey is that donkey who only likes the mares. This donkey with a Mare crossing, will be born a mule or
mule.

yeimi
Yeimi, Yeimy, Jeimi or Jeimy, is a female name of unknown origin, however it is believed that Jaime could have derived
from the male name.

yellowstone
Yellowstone: River us. UU. Born in the National Park of the same name, in the State of Wyoming, and drains into the
Missouri. Its course is 1600 Km

yen
Yen, it's the name of Japan's monetary unit. 

yeoman
Yeoman: m.   ( 41 English voice; Small English farm owner.

yerbabuena



Spearmint or peppermint: f. aromatic plant with small and rounded, leaves that is used as a condiment, and also drink
infusion.

yerbasanta
The yerbasanta, yerba santa, or yerba santa, is a tropical plant that is credited with a variety of medicinal properties.  Is
widely used to combat bronchitis, asthma, cramps, fever, rheumatism, among other conditions.

yerberito
Yerberito : 1- Diminutive of yerbero .   2- Name of a song performed by Celia Cruz. 

yerna
The word yerna, actually does exist in the Spanish language, is synonymous with daughter-in-law.

yes
Yes (some people pronounce it "yes" and others pronounce it "yas", it is an English word that in Spanish translates :
yes. 

yesca
Tinder: ( s. f.  ) 1. very dry and prepared matter of luck that turn any spark in it. 2. incentive of any passion or affection.

yesli
Esli or Yesly: feminine proper name that can arise from Yasli, Yeslina, Yeslin, or Yeslin. She is passionate and
intelligent.

yeti
Yeti: m. anthropoid supposed lives in the massif of the Himalayas, according to the local tradition. He is also called " 34
snow man;.

yeu
France island in the Atlantic, in the Department of Vendée. 9500 inhabitants approximately. Dunes and meadows.
Fishing. Prehistoric remains.

yilma
Yilma: Name own feminine that is could have derived from Gilma or male name Yilmar. It is very dedicated; good wife,
good mother and a good daughter.

yo pecador
"The Sinful Self", is a prayer of the Catholic region, is also called "I Confess"; in it, the person who prays expresses guilt
and repentance for the sins committed. 

yogurt
Yogurt, also known as yogurt, yogurt or yoghourt; and in Spanish simply as " 34 yogurt; is a dairy food obtained by
means of bacterial fermentation of milk.



yogurtera
Yogurt maker.     ( s .   F.  ) Yogurt making machine . 

yoli
Yoli: Affectionate treatment that Yolanda is given a feminine name.

yolia
Yolia: Name own feminine of latino origin, which could be derived from Yulia, Yulie, Yuli, Yulila, Julia and Julieht.
Women with these names are characterized by being observers, reflective, retailers, sensitive, pleasant, slightly
unstable, stubborn and extroverted.

yomaira es un nombre italian
Yomaira: Name itself feminine; It is believed that it is of Spanish origin and that it could have derived from Mary, Maira or
Omaira. Is good in the game but poor in love;  talented, affectionate and intelligent.

yomaira es un nombre italiano
Yomaira name is obviously not of Italian origin, it is a female name believed that is of Spanish origin, and that it could
have derived from Maira, Omaira or Mary. Is good in the game but poor in love; talented, affectionate and intelligent.

yomo toro
Victor Guillermo Toro Vega, better known as Yomo Toro, was a well-known musician who was part of the orchestra
Fania All Stars, and who was constantly called to perform the four in almost every music group "salsa".

yoryi
Yoryi, is the Spanish form of the male given name of English origin Georgie. 

you
You: English word which translates in Spanish: you.

youtube entertainment
It is an English expression that in Spanish translates: youtube entertainment. 

youtuber
YouTuber: ( adj.  ) A person who publishes own creation on You Tube videos.

yuca
Cassava is the tuber of the plant of the same name. Cassava, which is the root of this plant is an edible tuber. In
Argentina called cassava.

yucota
Yucota: f. large Yucca.

yudoka



Judoka (and also judoka).   Person who practices judo. 

yugurta
Yugurtha: King of Numidia ( Roma 154-104 before Christ ) He managed by violence be complied as a King, but the
Roman Senate declared war and sent against Cecilio Metelo; It was delivered to the Romans by Boco, King of
Mauritania

yulda
Yulda, is the affectionate call or refer to Yuldanis.

yuliana
Yuliana is a female name. Is it could have derived from the feminine proper name Juliana.

yunai
Yunai (and also Yunaites) are the forms used in colloquial language to mention or refer to the United States of America. 
The origin of these words is in the fact that many people pronounce "yunai" the English word "united", and others
pronounce it "yunaites". 

yupi
Yuppie, Yuppie English: young professional of high economic position.

yupi significa genial
They are two words that have different meanings. Please find in this same dictionary ( www.significadode.org )   "Yupi "
34 English;Yuppie " and "Great ".

yuquero
Yuquero and yuquera: ( adjs.  ) Person who the yuca like.

yuquero
Yuquero and yuquera: ( adjs.  ) Person who the yuca like.

yuquita frita
Bit of cassava then of cooked is FRY and served with cheese, meat, sausage, etc.

yuré
Yure: Small wild Dove.

yusleidy
Yusleidy: Name own feminine. It comes from the way to pronounce in English " your lady "   ( your 41 Lady;. He has
talent, he is faithful and delivered, and equipped with a great personality.

zacarías
Zechariah: Penultimate of the minor prophets, son of Barachiah ( 6th century before Christ ). He prophesied the



destruction of the temple and the birth of the Messiah.

zafado
Release, da: ( adj.  ) Cheeky, bold, daring.

zafarrancho
Home: ( s.m.  ) 1 droves, revolution, riot.  2 agitation messy and noisy starring one or more groups of people. 3 bout,
rina.

zaherir
Zaherir: vb. Rebuke with humiliation or ill-treatment.

zaleh
Zaleh: Name own men of Arab origin.

zambiloco
It is said of a trumpet spinning tumbling.

zambódromo
It is known as zambrodromo to the space where the samba schools parade in the Carnival of Rio de Janeiro, in Brazil.

zambódromo
It is known as zambodromo to the space or Avenue where parade schools and groups of zamba in the Carnival of Rio
de Janeiro, in Brazil.

zambra
Zambra: ( f.  ) Fiesta morisca or Gypsy with bulla and dance.

zanahorio
In the colloquial language in Colombia, a man " zanahorio " It is the man who does not take liquor, doesn't smoke, and
he is not fond of any game of chance.

zandunguero
Zandunguero ( 41 ra;: the zandunga loving person.

zapatear
Zapatear: (vb.  ) 1 - hit with the shoe.   2. give blows on the floor with your feet footwear.   3 (colloquial) cast out or
dismiss the work to someone.

zape
Zape, is a rare surname and of unknown origin, however it can be found in the municipality of Puerto Tejada in
Colombia. 



zapotazo
Zapotazo: m. beat given with a zapote.

zapotecas
Zapotec: Pueblo Indian from the eastern part of Oaxaca, (41 Mexico; apparently from the region of Veracruz. Their
culture has left archaeological evidence in Mitla and Monte Alban.

zarraspastoso
zarraspastoso is incorrectly written, and should be written as "scruffy" being its meaning:<br>Scruffy ( 41 sa;  : Person
Ratty and disheveled; presenting a very neat appearance, dressing in clothes dirty and broken.

zebedeo
Zebedee: Biblical character. Fisherman galileo, father of the Apostles Santiago the greater and San Juan Evangelista.

zenón de elea
Was a philosopher Greek ( 490-430 before Christ ). Was disciple of Parmenides. With its arguments it reduced to the
absurd concepts of multiplicity, of being and movement. It is known for its famous aporia.

zentel
The Zentel is an efficient antiparasitic whose main component is Albendazole.  This medication is very formulated to
combat a variety of intestinal parasites.

zeuxita
Zeuxita: f. silicate of aluminium and iron, greenish-Brown, which accompanies the asbestos.

zigomicetos
Zygomycetous: m.   ( Pl.  )  Order of fungi with the highly developed and usually unicellular mycelium. They constitute an
important group of molds.

zigoto
Zygote: m. cell resulting from fertilization and which will grow new living being: when the sperm fertilizes the egg the
Zygote is formed. Synonyms: Zygote, egg.

zipotazo
A zipotazo is a blow given with hands, fists or with any blunt object.

zípper
Zipper: m. Word of English. Zipper, closure, sliding.

zombi
1. According to Voodoo, a zombie is a corpse that has been unearthed, revived and reinvigorated in order to master
their will.   2 person stunned, stupefied, which behaves like an automaton.



zombie
According to Voodoo, a zombie ( pronounce zombie ) It is a corpse that has been unearthed and revived by a magical
rite and lacks any of their own free will.

zona cachacal
The " 34 cachacal area; an area of tolerance nestled in the neighborhood is San Roque, in the heart of Barranquilla,
Colombia. It is an area that is home to a large number of homeless people, inhabitants of the street, recyclers, etc. The
name originated because around this area are located large parking lots for tractor-trailers, and lodgings are housed
where drivers of these vehicles, which are mostly in the interior of the country and which are popularly known as " cops
".

zona cero
Ground zero is the translation into Spanish of the phrase ground zero, which means: impact zone.  Used to appoint to
that part of the Earth or soil where it has occurred a catastrophic explosion.

zona de candela
A zone of candela, also called zone hot is that area, usually commercial, where there is much influx of people and of all
class of vehicles ( cars, trucks, buses, vans, motorcycles, bicycles, etc.  )

zona de candela
It is also known as zone of candela to that zone or sector where all sorts of criminal acts are committed, as muggings,
theft, raponazos, and even killings.

zona erógena
Erogenous zone: Area of the body that produces sexual arousal and pleasure to be manipulated and cherished. 2 Area
of the body that when stimulated with the lips and tongue it produces sexual arousal and pleasure.

zona marginal
The marginal zone is the area of a city, which lies on the outskirts of the same and that is characterized by being a
suburban area whose residents generally live in precarious conditions.

zona retro
Retro is a scenario in which things or events of a time past are evoked.

zona roja
Referred to as " 34 red zone; that area, sector, or perimeter where committed crimes such as robberies, theft,
raponazos, and even killings; and that is why it is considered a very dangerous area.

zona rosa
In a city, pink area is that area or perimeter that establishes places of amusement such as bars, clubs, estaderos,
tobacconist of liquors, canteens, etc.

zona vip
In a presentation, a musical or any other event, the V.I.P. area   ( area viaipi ) It is the part of the scenario that is closer
to the artists, and is therefore where you can better appreciate the show. To access the VIP area tickets have one cost



greater than the tickets for other locations. V.I.P. stands for English: very important person, which in Spanish translates:
very important person.

zona wi-fi
Zone is called wi-fi to that area or perimeter network there is wi-fi, and where anyone can connect to the Internet and
browse through a mobile phone, a tablet or a laptop, free of charge.

zoncera
Zoncera: f. silly behavior. Synonym: rubbish.

zoo
Zoo: Word of English than in Spanish translates: Zoo.

zoobiología
Zoobiologia: f. science that studies the life of animals.

zooblasto
Zooblasto: m.   (Zool.  )  Animal cell. It differs from the plant by its non-cellulose membrane.

zoom
Zoom: m. English word. Zoom is the function that allows you to zoom in or out a picture on a camera or video.
Pronounce zum.

zorrino
Skunk: m. Animal body similar to the weasel, although the long dark coat, especially in the tail gives an aspect of small
Fox.

zuleima
Zuleima: Name women of Arab origin. Strong and healthy woman.

zuletista
Excellent: A supporter of the music of Los hermanos Zuleta, vallenato genre music group.

zulianos
The zulianos and zulianas are people born in the State of Zulia in Venezuela.

zulibeth
Zulibeth: Name own female to that could of have derived Zuly or Zulay, or feminine name from Venezuela Zulia.

zurdazo
Left- : ( s .   M.  ) 1- Hit with left hand.    2- Hit hit with left foot.  3- In football, ball directed in the direction of the frame,
driven with the left foot.



¡achís!
Achis!: interjection with which some people tend to accompany the sneezing.

¡adiós!
Good bye!   ( Interj.  ) 1 word that two people who are but don't stop to talk they greet each other. 2. Word used to
dismiss or say goodbye to someone.

¡alto!
High! It is an interjection used to admonish someone to stop it.

¡andando!
It is an interjection used to urge someone to hurry up.

¡azúcar!
! Sugar!, was an interjection used by Celia Cruz in his songs, it denoted joy and enthusiasm.

¡bip!
Beep!  : Onomatopoeia that mimics the sound produced by pressing a key of the ATM or the key of a cell phone.

¡boca, boca; huevo, huevo!
It is a chant interpreted by the fans of the Boca Juniors football team of Argentina, to encourage or enliven the players of
this team during the matches played as home and away.  The origin of this song or refrain may be in popular jargon,
where "having eggs" is having courage, having strength, being brave. 

¡bravo!
Bravo!: interjection which is used to encourage or whip up someone, especially a child when, for example, gives one or
two steps in learning to walk, then the persons who are to its around will shout: bravo!

¡burra vieja!
Interjection expressing an incredible news or the imminence of a rare or risky fact.

¡chanfle!
Quirk! , it is an interjection used by El Chapulín Colorado in the eponymous television series.  With it, this character
expressed AWE, surprise or euphoria.

¡cielos!
Heaven! : Interjection, used to indicate surprise, annoyance or surprise.

¡coño!
Pussy!: interjection that denotes anger or surprise. This interjection is used mainly in Venezuela.

¡de una!
Of a time and to whole hustle.



¡epa!
Epa!: is an interjection which in colloquial language is equivalent to Hello!

¡eureka!
It is an interjection to express joy and satisfaction that feel to discover or find something or to meet someone now.

¡guao!
Wow! : Interjection that is expressed AWE, surprise or admiration.

¡guácala!
It is an interjection used to express disgust or disgust towards someone or something.

¡hijuemadre!
Hijuemadre!: interjection denoting surprise, anger or joy.

¡hijuepuerca!
It is an interjection used in the departments of Santander and Norte de Santander, in Colombia.  Used particularly to
refer to someone who is going to scold or admonish, or as a sign of anger.

¡hola!
Hello! , interjection, used as a greeting.

¡hole!
Hole!: is an interjection used in the departments of Santander and Norte de Santander, in Colombia, as a synonym for
Hello! Example: " Hole! hand, how are you going?  ".

¡hombre!
Interjection indicating admiration, surprise, surprise or disgust: " hurry, man!, we are waiting for 34.

¡hurra!
Hooray!   Shout of joy and enthusiasm: The fans shouted three cheers! to your favorite team to celebrate the win. 

¡huse!
Huse! An interjection used to ward off or throw to the dogs.

¡jesús!
Jesus!: interjection that denotes AWE, admiration, joy or anger. It also tends to use very big danger.

¡listo!
Ready!: interjection, used to set or approve something that says a person.

¡madre mía!



An expression indicating surprise or admiration.

¡maldita sea!
It is an exclamation expressing anger.  In the song "Mi Historia Entre Tus Dedos" singer says: "."  .  . I ask that we
continue to be friends, do friends? what dammit!.  .  .

¡miércoles!
Wednesday!: so, written between signs of admiration, is an interjection that denotes gloom, rage, restlessness.

¡oh, dios!
It is an interjection which is usually used in a moment of euphoria produced by a sudden joy; but it can also be used to a
good or bad, positive or negative news.

¡oops!
OOPS! : ( " pronounced ups "  It is an English interjection that could be translated in Spanish: Oops!

¡plop!
Plop! : Onomatopoeia that mimics the sound that occurs when someone or something falls from a small or medium
height.

¡pum!
Pum!: onomatopoeia that imitated the sound of a blow or a shot.

¡que bomba!
It is something like what news!

¡qué berriondera!
Is an expression that denotes anger, very used in the departments of Santander and North of Santander, in Colombia. In
Venezuela, this expression is equivalent to gizzard! and verguero!

¡qué molleja!
It is an interjection that denotes anger, and that is widely used in Venezuela,

¡recórcholis!
Recorcholis!: interjection that indicated surprise, AWE, surprise or disgust.

¡uf!
Uf! , is an interjection that denotes tiredness, annoyance, suffocation.

¡uy!
Oops!: interjection, used to express pain, surprise or admiration.



¡vaya!
It is an interjection that is used to scare away dogs. 

¿a qué se dedica un botones?
A button is an employee of a hotel, in charge of transporting luggage or baggage, from the vehicle in which reached the
client room, and vice versa.

¿cómo se llama la oficina de la secretaria?
The office of the Secretary is called Secretariat ( with accent on the i ). The accent makes the difference: to refer to the
person who exercises function, i.e., the Secretariat is written without tide, and make mention of the office, ( 41
Secretariat; is dede accent on the last syllable.   ( (i) ).

¿de dónde son los cacereños?
The cacerenos and olives are people born in Cáceres, province of Spain, in the region of Extremadura.

¿los testigos de jehová creen en jesucristo?
Jehovah's witnesses as well as other religions like Islam, deny the deity of Jesus Christ, however Muslims only
recognize him as a prophet.

¿por qué carajos?
It is very used in the colloquial language interrogative phrase that denotes anger and that means: for what reason?,
why?

¿por qué se dice quemar un cd?
It is said to burn CDs and DVDs, because in reality they are burned; laser device or the CD-RW drive burn special CDs
and DVDs Virgin film.

¿que es amormío?
Amormio: m.  Amarilidea plant of little fragrant white flowers.

¿que es comunicarnos?
Communicate or contact us: is to express what we think, what we feel, what we want, through words, sounds, gestures,
signs and written messages.

¿que es sujeto y predicado?
In a sentence, the subject is who does the action, and predicate is what is said of the subject. For example: in the
sentence, "Maria was delayed to work " "Maria " It is the subject, and " was delayed to work " It is the predicate. And in
prayer "The car travels quickly 34, " 34 automobile; It is the subject, and " passes swiftly " It is the predicate.

¿que es un grumete?
In a military naval school, a grumete is the student or apprentice seaman.

¿que hubo pues?
That were there then?: ( normally it says " quiubo as?  "  ). It is a widely used expression as greeting, in the region of



paisa, in Colombia.

¿que significa bahiano?
Bahian, na: adj.  Born person or inhabitant of the city of Bahia in Brazil.

¿que significa equimosis?
Ecchymosis: f. Livid stain that appears on the skin as a result of a coup, synonyms: Hematoma, bruise.

¿que significa óvalo?
Oval: In geometry, curve any closed convex and symmetrical regarding one or two axes.  2 ( 41 Cassini;  Locus of
points in the plane whose product of distances to two fixed points is constant.

¿que significa relacionarse
Meet with others and establish between them relations of friendship, social, etc.: as soon as Caesar became the new
school began to interact with other children.

¿qué es calamitoso?
Dire and calamitous: ( adjs.  ) That constitutes, entails or means calamity.

¿qué es estar indispuesto?
Be unwilling or upset is to be a person somewhat or slightly ill.

¿qué es musitar?
Whisper: vb. Talk about a person in a very low voice.

¿qué es ser pajarilla?
A person " spleen " is that person that does not meet what promises, a person that not is serious.

¿qué es ser perro?
Being a dog is to be smart, " 34 live; Trickster, etc.

¿qué es un bolo?
In Venezuela, a bolus is a Bolivar. The Bolivar is the currency of that country.

¿qué es un calentado?
Referred to as " heated " to the remains of the previous day and food warming to be consumed in the breakfast.

¿qué es un desnudo?
A nude is an act in which a model or an actress poses naked for a magazine or a television program.

¿qué es un fiel?
1. the Catholic Church a faithful is a believer, devoto, parishioner. 2 faithful: A person that it is firm, consistent, and fair in



their affections, ideas and obligations towards someone or something.

¿qué es un pagaré?
A promissory note is a document by which a person with his signature is committed to pay a quantity determined of
money in a date specific. As a main feature, the promissory note provided Executive merit.

¿qué es un tumbe?
A lie is a robbery, a burglary, an avionada.

¿qué es una alegría?
Joy is a sweet whose main ingredient is the Sesame, which in Colombia is prepared and distributed mainly by the
Afro-Colombian brunette born in the municipality of San Basilio de Palenque in Colombia, whose name is " palenqueras
".

¿qué es una cardiopatía?
Heart disease is a disease or condition of the heart.

¿qué es una escaramuza?
Skirmish: f. 1 - combat or minor confrontation. 2 skirmish of minor sustained especially by armies advanced.

¿qué es una revuelta?
A revolt is a disorder or agitation causing a disturbance or alteration of public order.

¿qué es una veintena?
Known as twenty to twenty meeting ( 20 ) elements. For example, twenty people make up a score of people;  twenty
rabbits make up a score of rabbits; Twenty houses make up a score of houses; twenty police officers make up a score of
police officers.

¿qué venden las palenqueras?
The palenqueras are some women of African descent, which in some towns and villages of Colombia, mainly on the
coast, are engaged in the production and sale of a variety of sweets known as " cocadas 34, " joys 34, " 34 seahorses;  
" bar " etc. For the distribution of these sweets, these women through the streets with a bowl on the head.

¿quienes son fulano, mengano y zutano?
So-and-so or fulana, mengano and zutano or mengana, zutana are those people who are not known or not to say his
name.

¿tomar café es pecado?
Drinking coffee, obviously not a sin, however this is one of the beliefs of Mormons.  Although it should be clarified that
the fact that Mormons do not consume coffee is directly related to health issues, because according to their belief coffee
is harmful to human health, and therefore avoiding the consumption of this drink will help to prolong life.


